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208C 208MIDI vr. 30.3 Software update for the Easel Command via USB
Software updates for the Easel Command are rare mostly because its only digital function is to turn incoming
MIDI information into analog control voltages using a daughtercard named the 208MIDI. But if a bug is found
and fixed, or if a new feature is made available, you may want to reprogram this card. Look at the notes on the
updates to decide if it’s worth the trouble. Then see instructions below.
What is a 208MIDI software update: 208MIDI is the daughter card in the 208C that turn MIDI information
into control voltages. The latest version of its code is referred to as 30.3
Do I have older code on my 208MIDI daughtercard? Only if you have a 208C made in 2020.
How do I know when it was made and what version of the code I have?
If you have a unit of with serial number xxxx-0176 to xxxx-0332, you likely have the first version of the
208MIDI program and a USB programmable unit.
There are exceptions. E.g. xxxx-0218, 0220, 0283, and 0299 were completed out of sequence and have the latest code (version 30.3.)

The most direct way to know if you instead have the Firmware (FW) card programmable version or the USB
(DFU) programmable version is to open it up and look at the number of dots on the 208MIDI daughter card.
One gold dot on the CPU (U1) symbolizes FW card version; 1 dots on CPU AND 1 dot on the nearby connector
symbolize USB (DFU) programmable versions; 2 dots on the CPU show that it’s USB programmable and
already updated to 30.3.
Do I need the latest code? See below for the list of changes and whether they apply to your use.
Bug Fix:
Noteoffs on channels 2 or 3 could turn of the keyboard sustain of a note on channel 1. That is fixed. This is
only a problem if you are sustaining keyboard pulses, and it would only ever be a problem if you are using
MIDI on channel 1 AND either channel 2 or 3 simultaneously.
Improvements:
1) MIDI Controller 64, the sustain pedal CC, is now recognized and will sustain keyboard pulses.
2) Notes 12-23 on channel 1 can be used to trigger the keyboard pulse and put velocity data out the “from Card”
banana without changing the keyboard pitch.
3) Individual trigger control is now recognized up to MIDI note 36 on MIDI channel 5. This allows controllers
with limited range to be able to access those individual pulse controls.
If have decided you need and want to update to the latest code, you can do this yourself. See the
Reprogramming a 208MIDI instructions below.
This is most easily down with a Mac, but this can also be done on Windows. Both instructions are below.
As a last resort, the 208MIDI board can easily be removed and send to a dealer or direct to Buchla USA for
service. (Service fee may apply.)
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Reprogramming the 208MIDI DFU versions through USB
Step 1: Get the 208MIDI board (inside the Easel Command) back into DFU mode where the computer
will see it as “AT32UC3B”
Normally the device will report to the system as “208C”. It is not programmable until it reports as AT32UC3B
There are two ways to do this. The first method requires removing all 10 black mounting screws and turning
the 208C over to access the 208MIDI daughtercard. The second method is recommended because it requires no
disassembly, but you must send a USB-MIDI SysEx file to perform the same function as the switch.
Method 1: Access the internal 208MIDI daughtercard. Pressing and holding down SW1 on the 208MIDI
daughtercard while you power up will put you into this mode.

Hold down SW1 on the PCBA and power cycle the 208C to force boot into the
bootloader.
You will see the device change from 208C to AT32UC3B.
(On a Mac, per picture on the right, you will have to rescan the system
before the display is updated from 208C to AT32UC3B.)

Viewing the change is not necessary, but it confirms
bootloader mode. Success!
Now keep it powered and move on to the next step
(If you reboot it’ll go back to being the 208C)
Method 2:
Send the provided MIDI sysex file 208MIDIRebootToBootloader.syx to put it into DFU mode as
alternative to pushing the switch. This eliminates the need for disassembly.
How to send the file: Sending this file can be done by many methods: Try the provided custom Max patch:
208MIDI Sysex Bootloader.maxpat executable file in the provided
folder will do this.
Open the Max patch, click “midiout” to select the 208C, click on the
virtual button at the top to send the message.
“208C” will disappear from the list under midiout and your Mac’s
system report, AFTER clicking system report again, will show
AT32UC3B under USB instead of 208C. (See screenshots above.)
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Or use any other Sysex file sending capable app:
For Mac: Try sending the file with the free Sysex file sending program Sysex Librarian.
https://www.snoize.com/SysExLibrarian/
For PC: On windows consider installing the very simple and official Sysex file sender:
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/p/midi-sysex-transfer-utility/9pfd4ddwgktn?activetab=pivot:overviewtab
Then in the app select the 208C as your MIDI Output port and Pick 208MIDIRebootToBootloader.syx
as your SysEx File to Send, then click Send Sysex.

Step 2: Execute a dfu-programmer from the Terminal or Command prompt.
For Mac: First install the BuchlaFirmwareUtility (available on the buchla.com/support page under downloads)
into your Applications folder. You are not using the app directly, but this app includes a dfu-programmer.
Place the folder 208MIDIBootloader303 (for version 30.3 for instance) in a folder you can locate easily
with a change directory (cd) command. Simplest is to put the folder in the downloads folder.
Open a terminal window using the Terminal app found in your Utilities folder and change directory to
208MIDIBootloader303 folder. Usually this is simple as opening the Terminal app, then type (or paste)
cd downloads/208MIDIBootloader303
and then type
./Program208MIDI.sh
and hit return.
This provided script
(./Program208MIDI.sh ) will execute
the necessary commands.
It erases then re-programs and then starts up as
a 208C again. Done! Now reboot the Easel
Command.
Note: The Mac alternative without the firmware utility
app installed is just like the PC alternative. (See below):
If no BuchlaFirmwareUtility app is installed, then install the latest dfuprogrammer directly into your system. For instance if you have
“homebrew” type brew install dfu-programmer (needed to get
dfu-programmer)

Then we change directory to the folder with the files listed below and
type 4 commands from command line from the Terminal app in the
Utilities folder. (see PC method)
dfu-programmer at32uc3b1256 erase
dfu-programmer at32uc3b1256 flash --suppressbootloader-mem 208MIDIv303_DFU.hex
dfu-programmer at32uc3b1256 flash-user --force
208MIDI_USER_PAGE.hex
dfu-programmer at32uc3b1256 start
(or whatever the new filename is.)
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For PC: Programming the 208MIDI AVR through the USB-B input using a Windows
Command prompt.
First install dfu-programmer to your PC.
(see https://dfu-programmer.github.io/ or https://sourceforge.net/projects/dfu-programmer/ )
Open the Device Manager
The AT32UC3B should already be listed if you are connected. (see picture in step 1)
Open a Command Prompt. From a command prompt:
CD (change directory) to the folder that has the program.
Programming Steps:
Type or copy and paste the commands below that are in this font and hit return to execute.
(Change the second command if not updating to version 30.3)
See the screenshot on the following page.
1. Erase the chip.
dfu-programmer at32uc3b1256 erase –-force
2. Program the Firmware using the hex file starting with “208MIDI…”. For example:
dfu-programmer at32uc3b1256 flash --suppress-bootloader-mem
208MIDIv303_DFU.hex
3. Program the bootloader configuration using the hex file “208MIDI_USER_PAGE.hex”:
dfu-programmer at32uc3b1256 flash-user --force 208MIDI_USER_PAGE.hex
4. Restart the device into the firmware:
dfu-programmer at32uc3b1256 start
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5. Verify firmware operation:
If the firmware flash and ran successfully, you will see a device called “208C” appear in the device manager
under ”Sound, video and game controllers”
Note that if your card is not found on the USB bus at all – not showing up as either AT32UC3B or 208C -- then
opening it up and pressing SW1 on boot up puts it back into DFU mode. (Also double check that it didn’t
default back to 208C mode.---------------------------------------------------------------------------

